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Summer time is
the perfect time
to catch up on
‘me-time’
Summer time is the perfect time for
Tribes to re-evaluate life goals and get
up to speed with all the fun stuff they’ve
missed out on during the year. While
they look forward to catching up with
friends, it’s also a good time to travel
and prepare themselves for the future
as they brush up their CVs and find the
means to fund student living (and pay
off ghastly loans)! Although school is
closed for summer, some Tribes are still
studying to stay on track and ensure
they achieve the grades they want.

I am starting my PGCE course in September therefore over
the summer I have been doing a subject knowledge
enhancement (SKE) course designed to prepare me for
teaching science. – Female, 20
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The world of work: summer
jobs and volunteering
It’s no surprise that Tribes are strapped for cash given that they’re
usually still in education or at the early stages of their career. While
Tribes take on summer jobs, money isn’t the sole reason they choose to
work. Many Tribes see it as way to discover new industries, build new
contacts, complement their studies and become independent.
Tribes also volunteer and while they’re not getting paid, volunteer work is
considered to be equally important as it contributes towards life
experience for their future. It also helps mitigate bouts of boredom over
the long summer months.

I'm a youth mentor for Tower Hamlets and I decided to
become one because I wanted to make use of my summer
holidays and have something to add to my personal
statement for university - Female, 16

I work in two different pharmacies to get
experience for my degree as well as some money
– Male, 20, Urban, VOD:Bingers
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Summer jobs and
volunteering examples

Tutoring, it's big money
for a few hours of work a
day – Female, 21,
Aspirant, VOD:Socials

I volunteered at an art
festival and then
worked at a music
festival to earn my
ticket for free and have
summer allowance –
Female, 18, Leading
edge, VOD:Bingers

Below are some of the summer jobs and volunteer work
that Tribes get involved in:
•Camp counsellor
•Student ambassador
•Activity instructor at
summer camps
•Tutoring
•Youth worker

Just community service
to help people for their
well-being. I try to do
some volunteer work in
community help and do
my part – Male, 24

•Volunteering at
festivals
•Volunteering at charity
shops
•NCS
•Helping out their
communities and the
causes they care about
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Work is a sure-fire
route towards
independence as
Tribes learn the
financial ropes
Staying financially savvy
has become a crucial
survival skill among this
generation where they seek
ways to finance their trips
and be in a secure position
to fund their education. The
cuts made to student living
means that Tribes have to
be more conscious of how
they spend their allowances
and would rather alleviate

any potential anxiety before
the start of a new term. A
new survey from Save The
Student suggests that 78%
of students are concerned
about making ends meet as
their maintenance loan is
not enough to get them
through student living.
(National Student Money
Survey 2018, N=3,167, July
2018)

I have worked 4 different jobs this summer but I have 2
main ones. One is at a local attraction/farm and shopping
village place where I mostly work in the various catering
outlets however I am quitting that one in favour of my
other job which is at a small campsite where I just
generally help out with cleaning and greeting campers. I
have worked these various jobs so that ideally I don’t
have to work whilst I'm at uni/don’t have to work more
than one or two days a week at uni since my loan is so
low. Also I am going to Amsterdam and a couple of
weekends away over summer so to do this I need money.
– Female, 18, Aspirant, VOD:Bingers

I have a bar job, so I can earn money, but it is very irregular.
I've just graduated and need income. I'm also volunteering
at Boomtown for Oxfam. It was a good opportunity to get
together with my friends again as they're volunteering too.
It'll be a great event and will look good on my CV. Also, it's
just something to do as I am BORED. – Female, 20
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Summer
Priorities

Aside from work, Tribes were asked to rank their summer priorities on a scale of 1-5, (1
being of low importance and 5 being high importance, N= 75). We found that Tribes value
spending quality time with loved ones as well as relaxing. Summer is one of the rare times
of the year where they can truly focus on themselves and wind down. The main goal of
summer is to have fun and adventure before they enter the realm of responsibilities.
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Exploring the world

Going away on holiday means
freedom, fun and time spent
with those you love

I went to Edinburgh for a city break a couple of
weeks ago, and went with my girlfriend. – Male, 19,
Leading edge, Pop:Socials

Tribes in their late teens relish the chance to go on holiday with friends and
partners to celebrate the end of studies, it’s also an exciting time to have a
break from the parents as they get a taste of freedom and adventure.
Holidays with the family are also common where Tribes spend quality time
with loved ones recuperating on a city trip or long vacation. As the world
becomes more globalised, we can see that Tribes also have more
opportunities to visit family and friends who live abroad allowing them to
explore parts of the world and stay connected despite the distance.

Ibiza with the boys – Male, 20
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Going to Fuerteventura
with my mum to
celebrate me finishing
uni! – Female, 21,
Aspirant, VOD:Bingers

Summer Snaps

Firstly to Zante with
my friends and
secondly to Spain
with my family –
Male, 17

My boyfriend and I are
spending two weeks
together after our
Erasmus work exploring
– Female, 20,
Mainstream,
Short:Snaps

So I have already been away 3 times already, first two trips were
just weekends away to Madrid and Munich to visit friends, then I
also went to Spain to visit my uncle with my mum. Next up is a 3
week island hopping trip around Greece with my best friend who I
am going to be reunited with after 4 months of being apart. And
then after I get back from Greece I am going to visit my brother in
Malta as he moved there in April and I haven't seen him in ages. Female, 20
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Keeping
summer fun
local
2018 proved to be a hotter-than-average
summer in the UK as Tribes had the
chance to bask in the sun without having
to venture out of the country to get a tan.
Many of the Tribes chilled out in their
local areas catching up with friends and
relatives, checking out the latest events
nearby or going to festivals and gigs.
Spending your holiday in the UK can
either mean a visit to the seaside or going
to the theatre depending on which part of
the UK you’re from. It’s also a great
chance for Tribes to walk down memory
lane and take part in activities they
enjoyed as children as well as
experiment in teenage escapades.
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Summer fun is all about
making memories
Local summer fun also involved spontaneous activities where a minority of
members got involved in TV auditions or jumped on stage. They enjoyed
doing something new with friends as it gave them something to look back
on; food festivals, a trip to Pride, having fun on a boat or a going to a
political march! As long as they were making memories, that’s all that
really mattered.
And when they’re not socialising or spending time in the great outdoors,
summer fun can simply be catching up on the your favourite TV series or
podcasts, especially among our VOD:Bingers.

I’ve been gone this summer but usually we go to the
cinema, beach, city shopping trips and camping. We
also often go to literature or food festivals – Female,
20, Mainstream, Short:Snaps

During the summer in the UK I like to take trips to
the seaside as I don't live near the sea so it's a great
day out it also reminds me of when I was younger
and went to the seaside so I'm always eating candy
floss and ice cream. – Female, 18, Mainstream,
Pop:Socials
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Summer
journals:

Have a light lunch in the sun, then walk
the dog. Have a nice barbeque for
dinner (image) - typical very chilled
summer weekend day. – Female, 16

We asked Tribes to write up a typical day
that summed up their summer holidays in
a nutshell and found that their summer
highlights were in the simple things. There
were many references made to sunsets,
nature, good food, special moments with
friends and fam and having the time to laze
about.

There's nothing better than lying in the
roasting sun with a cat purring by your
side. I'd listen to some music or a podcast
and try to get a decent tan. Later, once all
the children and families have gone
home, it's the perfect time to go drive to
the beach with friends. Even better if you
get a McDonalds to eat on the way and a
McFlurry for sitting by the sea and
chatting for hours. Maybe even going for a
paddle if it's warm enough. Then you can
all drive home while belting out songs on
the radio. – Female, 22, Leading edge,
Short:Snaps

I'd go to work in the morning and then
in the evening I'd go to the park with
my friends or play some Badminton or
go to the gym and at night I'd catch up
on some TV or play some games
online with my friends – Male, 20,
Urban, VOD:Bingers
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Summer journals
continued…
What a beautiful sunset! Took the
dogs for a long walk earlier. Drying off
from an evening dip in the sea. Having
fish later with my mum. – Female, 16

My dog being lazy and sleeping all
day, because I am also being lazy and
sleeping a lot this summer haha - Do
not identify as male, female or
transgender, 17

We're going to have a very very bad
winter because the UK has been granted
another week of sun. Suspicious but
grateful, we went to the park to lie in the
sun...because that's what we're expected
to do, right? Stretched out on our picnic
blanket, my sister and I lie on our back,
squinting up at the sunny sky. We were
silent, not because we were relaxed. We
were trying not to be typically British and
complain about the heat. Instead, we
pretended our skin wasn't melting and
tried to enjoy the sweltering hot sun
because tomorrow, it'd probably be
raining. – Female, 20
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Songs for the
Summer
Tribes shared their summer songs with great enthusiasm;
frequent mentions of Drake, artists they saw at festivals and
classic oldies with the likes of Bob Marley.
Dean - Put My Hands On You. I think it's a refreshing tune for the
heat and his voice makes me forget the summer trouble, instead I
focus on enjoying myself - Female, 18, Leading edge,
VOD:Bingers

I think I'd have to say Shotgun by George Ezra. It has a melody
which just embodies summer for me and the lyrics and music
video are summery too :) – Mainstream, VOD:Socials

Liebe by Moop Mama - I heard this song every morning at 7am
because it was our camp song and it just sums up my time at
camp. – Female, 19

Bob Marley - Sun Is Shining. It just has the feelgood spirit, it’s
relaxed and vibrant too. – Female, 23, Alternative, Pop:Socials
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Things they said…
The past two summers I have worked, but now that I've graduated I'm trying
to find a proper job! When I'm not working though I like to just chill at home
catching up on tv/movies/podcasts, go shopping, or hang out with friends I
haven't seen in ages. – Female, 21, Aspirant, VOD:Bingers
I work at McDonalds and I work here because as a student for me its the
most flexible job out there. I'm able to take time off when I want and still
get 5 weeks 6 days paid holiday which is great during summer as I can take
a couple weeks off and still get money. – Female, 18

This summer I have been to the XFactor audition with my mum, took my 2
year-old cousin on his first train ride and spent some time with my friends
and family - Anonymous

I'm not a traveller so I remained in my city - good old Newcastle. Me
and my friends go out most weekends and that's it really. I'm going to
Edinburgh for 2 days in September for the first time ever so that'll be
cool – Female, 19
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